
SPAIN 10 DAYS TOUR - GAY TRAVEL
30th June - 9th July, 2017



10 DAYS TOUR

We are excited to present you our Seven Degrees Spain trip, we are sure you won’t be 
disappointed. This is going to be an unforgettable trip through our favourite parts of Spain. 
The trip will start in our elegant and Spain’s central capital Madrid. We will then discover 
our most fascinating and genuine part of south Spain, Seville and Ronda, to finally end in 
our most cosmopolitan city, Barcelona, with it’s modernists landmarks designed by 
Antonio Gaudi. All three main cites have a vibrant and cool gay scene, each other with its 
particularities. You will discover them! We have tailored a trip in which you will have the 
perfect balance between planned activities and some free time, so you can discover 
yourself other hidden treasures of spanish culture. The buzzy city vibes from Madrid will 
make you discover truly and genuine spanish culture and gastronomy. Then, you will also 
have the chance to appreciate the wonders of the country side and be delighted with 
south of Spain’s moorish heritage to round it all up with Barcelona’s most shiny and 
cheerful atmosphere. 
To top this all up, you definitely won’t miss out on the best shopping spots, the best food 
and the best gay fiestas! 
 
Highlights:
 

• Enjoy the easy camraderie of vacationing with a diverse group of gay travelers.

• Visit Barcelona and find out why is on the top 3 touristic gay cities in Europe. 

• Wow factor with Gaudi and his arquitecture along Barcelona. 

• See the juxtaposition of Christian, Jewish and Moorish traditions in Seville,    

 including Christopher Columbus’s tomb and the Alcazar fortress. 

• Spanish guys, spanish guys, spanish guys.
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MADRID WORLD PRIDE – SEVILLA – RONDA – BARCELONA PRIDE



Days 1 to 4 – MADRID  (30th, 1st, 2nd and 3rd July) 

The capital of Spanish language, Madrid is short of nothing; whether you’re a sun seeker, a 
culture & foodie lover or both. What Madrid lacks in beaches and coasts it makes up for in 
art galleries, streets lined with Spain’s best tapas bars, large open verdant gardens and a 
city atmosphere that never decreases no matter the time of day, week or month! We will 
eat tapas, listen flamenco,  check the old town and one of the biggest gay neighborhoods, 
Chueca and we will party at the World Pride and the best guy clubs. Get ready!!

Days 4 to  7 – SEVILLE/RONDA  (4th, 5th, 6th and 7th July)   
 
It’s time for a bit of a change after our euphoric days in Madrid. It’s the turn of Seville, 
one of Spain’s more representative cities. A city with over 3000 years of history, 
distinctive personality and home to our most well-known an authentic spanish culture, 
such as flamenco dancings, bull fighting and tapas bars. The Sevillanos, people from 
Sevilla, are known for being very lively, funny and charismatic. Sevilla’s mainly historic 
cover defined by moorish culture, roman ruins and gothic architecture has also the ability 
to adapt into a modern city with a vibrant atmosphere and a bubbly gay community.  
We will travel to Ronda for a one day excursion and we will discover this stunning beautiful 
city, know as well for being one of Spain’s magical places.

Days 7 to 9 – BARCELONA  (7th, 8th and 9th July) 
 
It’s time to enjoy the big city life again, is the turn of dazzling Barcelona. We won’t miss 
out on it’s most remarkable places to see such us the Sagrada Familia, parque Güell or Las 
Ramblas, but we will take you also to our favourite off the beaten track spots where you 
will enjoy the culture and the city vibes in a more intimate way. We will join the buzzy 
nightlife atmosphere in the best bars, gay clubs and of course the Barcelona Gay Parade.

Day 10 BARCELONA – HOME (9th July)  
 
After the check out, we will go to the airport to take the flight home.
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• Explore Spain’s political and cultural capital of Madrid.

• Tour the Prado Art Museum and the Royal Palace in Madrid.

• Relax with our fun gay group in centrally-located, historic 4-star hotels in each city. 

• Learn about the regions’ culture and history from a national guide throughout the tour.

• Food culture in every single city of our 10 day trip.

In the following section you will find a short and sweet description of our destinations.
 For further and more detailed information scroll down to page 3.



BARCELONA
 
Thanks to its location between the sea and the mountains, Barcelona has found a perfect 
balance: a foot in the traditional things and the other in the postmodern. Barcelona has 
the reputation of being the most cosmopolitan & trendy city in Spain, and probably in 
Europe! Since it was completely renewed for the 1992 Olympic Games, the city has 
become a must for all around the world travelers!

But Barcelona is much more than Gaudi’s universally celebrated architecture, more than 
a sophisticated, massively multicultural city, more even than one of the world’s iconic 
cities. It's easy to get wrapped up into the Spanish way of life in this city and that's why we 
start and end our Spain trips here!  Besides being a famously gay "must see" city with 
countless nightlife options, Barcelona also has that "beach city" feel and a "siestas and 
fiestas" attitude.  Whether you've come to immerse yourself in the culture that surrounds 
each city block, mark your spot on the stunning gay beach, dive into the endless 
gastronomy scene, or get to know the locals, Barcelona is ready for you.
 
It is even more than a city with a perfect combination of a warm Mediterranean climate, 
beaches within and close to the city, mountains in the hinterland and the culture, nightlife, 
sights and infrastructure of a European metropolis! 

For gay friendly and gay travellers Barcelona has been one of the favourite destinations in 
Europe for the last twenty years. The city has this The center of Barcelona’s gay scene is 
in the Eixample district ( sometimes called the Gayxample neighborhood, or “Gaixample” 
in Catalan ) with most of the gay bars, hotels, restaurants and shops in Barcelona.

CITIES
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MADRID
 
The capital of Spanish language, Madrid is short of nothing; whether you’re a sun seeker, 
a culture & foodie lover or both. What Madrid lacks in beaches and coasts it makes up for 
in art galleries, streets lined with Spain’s best tapas bars, large open verdant gardens and a 
city atmosphere that never decreases no matter the time of day, week or month! 

Through its never ending labyrinth of streets, crossroads and endless laneways, Madrid is 
the perfect city to find the most intimate settings. Discover a city rich in centuries of 
history. Madrid is happy, open, multicultural and vibrant during the day, enchanted by 
night.

This city is one of the new hot gay destinations in Europe. The bars and clubs are all 
located close to each other in Chueca,a suburb located in the old quarter at the center of 
Madrid. It’s a tightly compact area, actually two areas a short distance apart.
“Madrileños” like all Spaniards tend to party late, going out to eat at 10pm, hitting the 
bars at 1am. and on to the discos about 4am.

The Gay Pride Madrid is one of the biggest and most popular gay events in Europe. The 
parade in the very center of Madrid – with more than 3 million participants and visitors – 
became the hottest and most colourful gay pride parade Europe had ever seen. Madrid 
will host World Pride 2017!
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SEVILLE
 
We have a well-known saying in Spain: Seville has a special colour! The sheer joy of its 
people, its international reputation as the cradle of traditional tapas, its flamenco soul and 
year-round sunny days make Seville a welcoming, vibrant and beautiful city! 

We can guarantee that Seville is one of the most beautiful cities you've ever seen!  There's 
a reason visitors fall in love with this Andalucian city that's full of life and a contrast of old 
and new.  It's a city of football, history, romance, tapas, sangria, dancing, and culture.  Hit 
the streets to soak in the atmosphere at the Plaza de España, head inside to the Alcazar or 
the famously grand Cathedral, get cultural with live local theatre and dancing, or take a 
day trip to the vineyards or a nature tour.  We're here for 3 nights of everything 
Andalucian so whether you're a "do as much as you can" traveler or more of the laid back 
and "take it all in" type, Seville won't limit you.

Our daytimes will generally be spent exploring and adventuring while our evenings are the 
time for taking in the memorable culinary scene and social life.  The majority of the gay 
scene here in Seville is outdoor and flows from one establishment to the next, making for 
a fun social mood and a great place to meet the locals.

RONDA
 
Ronda is located in the Málaga region sits on either side of the Tajo del Ronda, a narrow 
gorge more than 150 meters deep. Celts, Phoenicians, Romans and Arabs all inhabited 
these lands, which were eventually reconquered by the Catholic Monarchs. Ronda still 
preserves its walls and the most important gates which gave access to the city. It is famous 
worldwide for its dramatic escarpments and views, and for the deep El Tajo gorge that 
carries the rio Guadalevín through its centre. Visitors make a beeline for the 18th century 
Puente Nuevo 'new' bridge, which straddles the 100m chasm below, for its unparalleled 
views out over the Serranía de Ronda Mountains. There is no gay scene in Roda but is 
worth it to visit.



ACTIVITIES

We want you to embrace the real spirit of Spain, so we have prepared and organised all 
sorts of varied activities through which you will be able to taste and experience every part 
of spanish culture. Be ready to be wowed, have all your senses ready to experience what 
Spain really feels like. You not only will be amazed at its beautiful scenery, diverse 
architecture and feast of flavours, but also you will be able to feel in the skin of a flamenco 
dancer. 

We want you to hear, see, smell and taste Spain, and of course participate in this hole 
spanish experience!
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MADRID
•          Puerta del Sol

•  Puerta Alcalá

•  Plaza Cibeles

SEVILLE
• La Giralda Tower

• Plaza España

BARCELONA
•  Sagrada Familia (Tour)

•  Gaudi architecture

•  Montjuic Cable Car

SIGHTSEEINGS



MADRID
•          Tapas Tour 

•  Food Tour

•  Cooking Class

SEVILLE
• Wine Tour  

BARCELONA
•  Tapas Tour 

•  Wine and Food Tour
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GASTRONOMY
& ENOLOGY

MADRID
•          Prado Museum

BARCELONA
•  PicassoMUSEUMS

MADRID
•          Cooking Class

SEVILLE
•  Flamenco ClassCLASSES/

LEARNING
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MADRID
•          World Gay Pride 

•          Clubbing

SEVILLE
• 1987 Bar 

• Gay clubbing

BARCELONA
•          World Gay Pride

•          Clubbing

CLUBBING/BARS

MADRID
•          Old town walking Tour 

•  Chueca neighbourhood Tour

SEVILLE
• Old town walking Tour 

• Seville’s Cathedral Tour 

RONDA
• Old town walking Tour

BARCELONA
• Old town walking Tour

TOURS



MADRID
•          Flamenco Show

•          Live Theatre 

SEVILLE
• Live Theatre

• Gay Show
ENTER-
TAINMENT

MADRID
•          Chueca neighbourhood

SEVILLE
•  Centre Town

BARCELONA
•  Gay Eixample neighbourhoodSHOPPING
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PAYMENTS

PRICE - 

1950 € (all taxes included) 

** - Trip prices based on twin share. 

There's no need to pay for the entire trip all at once! Below is a simple schedule of 
payments that are required prior to your adventure to keep your account in good standing. 
Keep in mind, these are minimum payments, so if you'd like to fast-track your way to "fully 
paid" you're completely welcome to. We also offer several payment options as well for your 
convenience.

First register for your adventure through an email to: 
welcome@spainsevendegrees.com

Then: 
Within 7 Days - 700€ deposit due.
60 days prior to trip start - Balance due.

Any questions? 
We're here for you, just email us to welcome@spainsevendegrees.com

SINGLE TRAVELLERS 
We will pair you up with an other traveller to share the accommodation at no 
extra charge, or just pay a reasonable fee of 690€ for your own room!
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•          All accommodation in 4 star hotels 

 from day 1 to day 10 in Madrid, 

 Sevilla, Ronda and Barcelona.

ACCOMMO-
DATION

•          Domestic airfare Sevilla 

 to Barcelona.

•          AVE high speed train ticket from 

 Madrid to Seville.

•          All ground transfers between 

 remaining destinations.

•          Luxury bus from Seville 

 to Ronda and back.

TRANSPORT

WHAT´S INCLUDED

You will not need to be worried about almost anything during your Seven Degrees trip 
experience. The most important cost and activities will be covered. This is why we are 
here, so you can enjoy and relax. But please have a look at what’s included and what isn't 
for more detailed information, so you are aware of what you do and don’t need to 
prepare. But no worries, you are left in good hands!



•          All breakfast

•          Welcome dinner and drinks 

 in Barcelona. 

•          2 tapas tour and food 

 in Barcelona, Madrid and Sevilla.MEALS

•          2hr guided Barcelona walking Tour 

•          2hr guided Madrid walking Tour 

•          2hr guided Seville walking Tour 

TOURS/
CULTURE

•          Free entry and VIP area in 

 best gay clubs in Seville and Madrid

CLUBBING/
FIESTA
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WHAT ISN´T INCLUDED
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International Airfare: Transportation to and from starting and ending points

Lunches and dinners not noted above

Activities not noted above

Optional gratuities for drivers/guides

Entrance fees during the walking tour in Madrid, Seville and Barcelona

•
•
•
•
•

ACCOMODATION

No matter if we pull on an all-nighter or if we get up at the crack or dawn or even if you 
want to make a siesta, our world-famous power nap, you deserve to have a good rest and 
feel comfortable in a place with an excellent energy. As travellers ourselves we have 
chosen only places that reach those standards. We want you to rise and shine and this is 
why we have been scouting for you these charming accommodations. Be sure that this is 
going to be an added value to your Seven Degrees trip in Spain. Welcome home!

Soho, Barcelona

Petit Palace, Sevilla

Intur Palacio, Madrid



BARCELONA - HOTEL SOHO

SEVILLE - PETITE PALACE CANALEJAS

01.  LOCATION

02. BREAKFAST

03. DESIGN

04. STAFF

05. COMFORT

06. SERVICE

07. CLEANING

STAND OUT FACTOR: 
GORGEOUS ROOFTOP POOL WITH GREAT VIEWS
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01.  LOCATION

02. BREAKFAST

03. DESIGN

04. STAFF

05. COMFORT

06. SERVICE

07. CLEANING

STAND OUT FACTOR: 
PET FRIENDLY, LOCALLY OWNED.



MADRID - INTUR PALACIO SAN MARTIN

01.  LOCATION

02. BREAKFAST

03. DESIGN

04. STAFF

05. COMFORT

06. SERVICE

07. CLEANING

STAND OUT FACTOR: 
“WOW” FACTOR, STUNNING NINETEENTH CENTURY BUILDING
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BOOKING

It's always a good idea to spend a few minutes getting acquainted with our booking 
conditions prior to signing up for your Spain Seven Degrees trip.
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3. LAST PAYMENT
By 26th of April balance due.

4. ARRIVAL
WELCOME TO SPAIN! Just lie down, relax, and get ready. 
We will make sure that you have everything you need to enjoy the best 
trip of your lifetime!

5. DURING YOUR TRIP
Once in Spain, you will have the assistance of Spain 7 Degrees at each 
moment of your trip.

1. REGISTER
Either by email, phone, text message or face to face…
Contact us to start planning your spanish gay dream!

2. FIRST PAYMENT
You pay your 700€ deposit.

** - We have such a limited amount of people in the group. 
We strongly recommend you to pay the deepest with your registration in order to 
secure your seat in our amazing tour.



TRAVEL INSURANCE
Seven Degrees clients will be asked to have an update travel insurance before the tour 
starts. This is absolutely compulsory and mandatory before anyone can take part in any of 
our tours. The travel insurance should cover mainly and most of medical expenses arising 
through illness or accident, as well as any money loss such as cancellations of the trip. We 
are here to help, so don’y hesitate to give us a shout if you need some help and advice on 
this matter. Please make sure your insurance policy covers all the activities planned within 
our tour. In case clients request the travel insurance through Seven Degrees, they should 
make sure the policy covers their requirements and if it’s not the case, arrange a 
supplementary insurance.

CANCELLATION POLICY
•          Any cancellations by February 28th will receive a refund minus 50% of the   
 deposit amount (350€)

•  Any cancellations from March 1 to April 26th will receive a refund minus the total  
 deposit amount (700€)
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PASSPORTS AND VISAS
It’s your responsibility to be inform about any visas and passport requirements for any of 
our trips. Not all the countries have the same requirements for people from the same 
nationality, so please make sure you start your research with enough time prior to 
departure. However, we are here to help with any information, questions or issues that 
might arise with this matter. Remember your passport needs to be valid for at least 6 
months longer that your trips duration. We will not be responsible for issues regarding 
visas and passport that may cause any problems during the trip. 

FLIGHTS
International flights to the destination country are not included in the trip cost.

GROUP SIZES
All Spain Seven Degrees tours group varies from 4 to 14 traveller plus one trip leader.
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LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
You are aware that, during the trip in which you are choosing to participate, you are 
subjecting yourself to certain risks including, but not limited to: forces of nature, travel in 
remote areas and wilderness terrain, and transportation by air, train, automobile or other 
conveyance. You are aware that medical services and facilities may not be readily available 
throughout the duration of the trip. You recognize that such risks may be present at any 
time during the trip. You are further aware that we act only as agent for the owners, 
contractors and suppliers providing means of transportation and/or all other related travel 
ser-vices and assume no responsibility howsoever caused for injury, loss, damage or death 
to person or property in connection with any service resulting directly or indirectly from: 
natural acts, detention, annoyance, delays and expenses arising from quarantine, strike, 
theft, failure of any means of conveyance to arrive or depart as scheduled, civil 
disturbance, government restriction or regulation, discrepancies of change of transit or 
hotel services, over which we have no control. You understand that if any trip has to be 
delayed because of weather, road conditions, flight delays, cancellation of common 
carriers, sickness or other contingencies for which we cannot reasonably make provision, 
the cost of your delay and/or replacement is not included in the trip fees. All payments 
must be paid locally.In consideration of, and in part payment of, the right to participate in 
the trip, you will fully assume all risk of the above hazards and hereby release and 
discharge us and our agents from all actions, claims or demands resulting from your willing 
participation in the trip. You are aware that this is a release of liability and a contract 
between you and us and that you sign it of your own free will.

This agreement shall serve as a release for you, your heirs, administrators, executors and 
for all members of your family including any minors accompanying you. Trip members 
grant Spain Seven Degrees express permission to take a photographic record of its trips 
for promotional and commercial use. 



SPAIN IS WAITING FOR YOU!


